Parking for North Bisti (Hunter Wash)

Just follow the yellow dots on this map...

During daylight hours, this parking area is not difficult to find if you take your time and follow these directions carefully. However, it is much more difficult to find in the dark, so be sure to have scouted this out during the daylight before trying to find this spot after sunset.

> Take SR 371 to 4293 (this will be just south of Mile Marker 73).
> Turn east on 7293. 7293 is a decent dirt road (as of Oct. 2018).
> Take 4293 until it dead ends at 4290 (also dirt).
> Turn right. Go about 400' feet and the road will fork off into three different branches. Stay on the dirt road to the far left at the base of the large hill/bluff. Go slow and stay left (north) until you arrive in a large flat playa. Follow the barbwire fence that runs east/west. In a couple hundred feet this fence runs into another one at a 90 degree. There is a cattle guard where these fences meet. This is the “Parking lot” but it is really no more than a low flat playa...it is not marked or signed in any way.
> Your hike begins on the other side of the cattle guard (its pretty tight....you won’t fit thru unless you take off your backpack...no matter how skinny you are!)

NOTE: The Parking Area floods if it rains and you will not be able to get your vehicle out (even if you have 4WD). Do not park here if rain is in the forecast is in the forecast.